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About This Game

A simple quiz game to test your knowledge of the fifty states of the United States of America.

The game offers six quizzes on different topics associated with the U.S. states and a library to prepare for these quizzes
conveniently at one place.

Features

'Map' quiz
Classic one. You'll need to locate a state on the map.

'Shapes' quiz
Identify a state based on how its borders are shaped. The tricky part is that there's no location or size reference.

'Capitals' quiz
Guess the capital city of each state. Don't forget, it's not always the biggest one.

'Nicknames' quiz
Having a nickname is an important feature of each U.S. state. Can you name them all?

'Flags' quiz
Think of a state flag as a picture of its main symbols and you'll have no problem with this quiz.
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'Mottos' quiz
What are the words that states identify with?

Library
This is a place where you can directly or indirectly find all the answers to the questions present in the quizzes. Use it for

studying before jumping to quizzes or as a review of your answers. It's up to you.
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Elibo Games
Publisher:
Elibo Games
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It's nice to watch some personal stuff about players. Yes most of the are meh, but everyone must watch Na'Vi Guardian
probably Fnatic olafmeister and Na'Vi Edward videos.. It's slower paced than the standard game or mods like Modern Combat.
There are around 5 maps; all littered with trenches and defensible positions. Crew sizes are larger, and so less vulnerable to
snipers. It's worth taking a look at, but I think it's less fun than the standard game at this time. If other factions are introduced,
that may change. The Steam version's multiplayer browser shows online friends as offline and doesn't show LAN option with
this mod and so I haven't been able to play in multiplayer yet.. I would highly recommend this game to others for its creativity
and variety of endings. It was very well done!. fun to play home with friends to couch. This is the best dollar I have ever spent.
This game will provide you with hours of fun.. Really fun DLCs!. OMG! Where do I begin?!
The graphics are absolutely amazing! The animals look so realistic and act just like they would in real life. I fully enjoy this
game and would recommend it to anyone who loves animals and managing a zoo.
It is very similar to Zoo Tycoon 2 but includes many more amazing features, such as: having to care for plants (not just animals),
animals arent always up for adoption and sometimes you have to wait, animals have ages, etc.

I love this game and strongly recommend it!. A simple and easy game that requires very little skill to play. If you like Tetris with
a few RPG Elements then you'll love this game, especially for those who seek a game to pass the time.. My name is max and i
feel personally attacked by this game.
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Falling through the environment in VR. Returning.. Team Fortress 2 but with cars.. awesome!
I love this game but nobody is online :(
It's funny if you play it with your friends!. As simple as it looks, hmm! :P its quite ok. However DED would be a better game if
it had more game mechnics & a rich story line.

Good work\/game though :). I got this in an adventure game bundle and thought that some Egyptian mythology might be
interesting for a change. But no. It's just so boring. Maybe it would pick up the pace later, but I lost interest after trudging
through so many empty rooms.

I also dislike the 2D-wannabe-3D graphics. I acknowledge that the game is 10 years old now, but it looks too sterile for a point-
and-click game and the 3D movement animation is not a redeeming factor for me. The old hand-drawn backgrounds of Sierra
and Lucasarts just convey so much more.. its a boring game but at least the dev does talk with people so i will give them credit. i
did play it a little but then just got bored with it. it is a physics type game and yes this is on mobile too so that might make some
people ignore it right away. i don't care if mobile games are on Steam as long as they have other options and not just a simple
cut/paste job. maybe someone might find the game exciting and yes its very casual so don't expect anything crazy hard to it..
This game have many random funny item and equipments or magic! you can play it in many time but every time is a different
suffer to you.
You need to consider the ability to match your own attack and your magic or equipments to defeat the monsters in terrible
dungeon!
and help our heroine to escape from the terrible dungeon!

DLC NUDE PATCH:
{LINK REMOVED}
PASSWORD:
a52k
. I recently picked up this oldschool click-escape game, and enjoyed it greatly. Its simplistic mechanics do nothing to detract
from the games overall aesthetic, and its challenging puzzles were obscure enough for me to spend quite some time mulling
them over, though I didn't stoop low enough as to delve into the developer's included walkthrough. Perhaps the hardest part of
the game, outside of the obvious conundrums, were the lack of instruction regarding the various interaction options that the
player is allowed. But outside of that, the first installment of the Knobbly Crook is a glorious gem of a game with an art style
reminiscient of surreal Lovecraftian Literature, which I enjoy greatly. And above all, it's free. What a time to be alive.
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